Shallow water flows in multiply connected open channel network are frequently encountered in hydro-environmental problems. Simulating such flows practically reduces to solving the 1-D shallow water equations (1-D SWEs) in locally 1-D open channel networks.
depth-averaged horizontally 2-D counterparts [6] owing to their fewer number of dependent variables and potentially lower computational costs.
For the problems in 1-D single open channels, a large number of numerical methods for solving the 1-D SWEs are available. Major examples are the finite difference methods (FDMs) [7] , the finite volume methods (FVMs) [8] , the finite element methods (FEMs) [9] , and the other recently developed methods, such as the residual distribution methods [10] , the discontinuous Galerkin methods [11] , and the Lagrangian particle methods [12] . On the other hand, far less number of numerical methods has been developed for simulating the flows in open channel networks, for the cases with loops and flow transitions in particular that the most of the conventional numerical methods cannot appropriately handle [13, 14, 15] . Versatile numerical methods for handling the internal boundary conditions (IBCs) at junctions in multiply connected (looped) open channel networks have been developed [16, 17] ; however, they use complex numerical algorithms for solving the IBCs that may degrade computational efficiency. Application of a simple, accurate, robust, and versatile numerical method for the 1-D SWEs is desirable for simulating such water flows in practical problems.
The authors developed spatially staggered numerical schemes for solving the 1-D SWEs based on both the FEM and FVM techniques with the heuristic upwind methods for handling the momentum equation [18, 19, 20] , which are referred to as the Finite Element/Volume Methods (FEVMs). There also exists an FVM counterpart of the FEVMs, which is referred to as the Dual-Finite Volume Method (DFVM) [21] . The latter can be regarded as a computationally more efficient counterpart of the former, in which the mass matrix in the discretized continuity equation is fully lumped. An analogous numerical method with an improved temporal integration technique has been proposed [22] . These numerical methods have been verified with a series of test problems and have been validated with real problems, demonstrating their advantages over the conventional methods on versatility and robustness despite using simpler algorithms. These numerical methods assume different IBCs in handling the momentum equation at junctions, which are considered to have significant impacts on simulated hydraulic processes. However, their qualitative and quantitative comparisons have not been performed so far except for Yoshioka et al. [20] who focused on steady problems and Yoshioka et al. [23] who focused on the idealized and real dam break flash floods. Quantifying differences among the IBCs under wider range of conditions contributes to comprehending their computational performances, which consequently is expected to lead to development of an advanced numerical method for more effectively simulating shallow water flows in multiply connected open channel networks.
The purpose of this paper is to quantify differences of computational performances among the DFVMs with the different IBCs at junctions and bends for simulating water flows
in multiply connected open channel networks. The IBCs examined in this paper are that of Ishida et al. [18] , that of Unami and Alam [19] , and that of Yoshioka et al. [20] . This paper is an extended version of Yoshioka et al. [23] that focused only on applications of the numerical schemes to dam break flash floods. Two real hydro-environmental problems are considered in this paper to demonstrate several advantages of the scheme proposed in [20] . The first problem is a surface water flow in a hydromorphic environment where the flow is driven by the lateral inflows due to rainfall and persistent seepage. The second problem is an earthquake-triggered dam break flash flood where the flow has wet and dry interfaces propagating downstream of steep valleys. The former problem was not discussed in the previous paper [23] . In the first problem, versatility and robustness of the numerical schemes are examined and difference of their computational performance is quantified with the outflow discharge at the downstream-end and the flow field in the channel networks where flow transitions occur.
In the second problem, their difference is further quantified with the simulated hydraulic hazard measures including flood arrival times and hazard maps.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Shallow water model

One-dimensional shallow water equations
and the momentum equation
with the momentum flux
where t is the time, s is the 1-D abscissa taken along the channel, A is the cross-sectional area of flow, is the water surface elevation, Q is the discharge, q is the lateral inflow, g is the gravitational acceleration, 1 is the momentum correction coefficient, and f S is the conventional Manning's friction slope term given by
where M n is the Manning's roughness coefficient and R is the hydraulic radius. The model parameters and M n are assumed to be given by constant values in this paper. The momentum flux F in Eq. (3) is defined as the total momentum of the flow in the s -direction and is a scalar variable. which represents a local mass conservation law around that point. The extended continuity equation (5) therefore implicitly includes the IBC (6).
Internal boundary conditions for the continuity equation
Internal boundary condition for the momentum equation
The momentum equation (2) is defined in each reach, and is coupled with IBCs at junctions and bends for dealing with local momentum balances around these points. Without the loss of generality, a junction connecting m inflow reaches and n outflow reaches is considered because the IBC is a local operation in nature. Hereafter, a junction having exactly one inflow reach and one outflow reach ( 
where , i j is the non-negative coefficient. The IBC (7) represents a linear input and output system where each ,ds i F serves as input and ,us j F as output. The coefficient , i j has to be specified in order to well-pose the problem.
Numerical methods
The 1-D SWEs that consist of the extended continuity equation (5) and the momentum equation (2) are numerically solved with the DFVM [21] equipped with one of the three IBCs, which are the IBC of Ishida et al. [18] , that of Unami and Alam [19] , and that of Yoshioka et al. [20] . The DFVMs with these IBCs are referred to as the M1-scheme, M2-scheme, and M3-scheme, respectively following Yoshioka et al. [23] . They share a common spatial and temporal discretization procedure except for the IBCs at junctions and bends for the momentum equation. Temporal integration of the DFVMs is performed with the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta method using sufficiently small time increment, so that the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition is satisfied.
In this paper, the IBC (7) for each scheme is specified as follows.
M1-scheme
,us ,ds , 1
M2-scheme ,us , ,ds , , 1 max cos ,0 max cos ,0
where , i j is the crossing angle measured counterclockwise between the i th inflow reach and the j th outflow reach at the junction. The directions of the former and latter reaches are toward and from the junction, respectively, and , 0 i j if and only if these reaches proceed in a straight line.
with the non-negative coefficient referred to as the discharge ratio
which is replaced by 0 when its denominator vanishes.
The three schemes are equivalent for the flows in straight single channels because of the absence of junctions and bends. The M2-and M3-schemes are equivalent for the flows in single channels with bends, but they are different for the flows with the flow bifurcation 2 n where the latter distributes the momentum fluxes according to the discharge ratio j . In the M1-scheme, the vector nature of the momentum flux F is not taken into account in the IBC (8) because the inflow fluxes ,ds i F are simply summed up to evaluate the outflow flux ,us j F without considering the horizontal flow directions. On the other hand, the vector nature of the flux F is considered in the M2-and M3-schemes in terms of the cosine factor , cos i j , which is a function of the crossing angle , i j . Computation time of the three schemes is not significantly different. This is considered to be because they differ only in the evaluation processes of the momentum fluxes at junctions and bends and perform a fully explicit temporal integration that does not require iterative computation at each time step.
Qualitative differences among the three IBCs (8) 
The right hand-side of Eq. 
is referred to as the momentum condition in this paper. According to the mathematical analysis [20] , the IBC (8) satisfies the inequality 0 F (14) and the IBC (9) conditionally satisfies the momentum condition (13) subject to the constraint
which is satisfied at least for a bend. The IBC (10) unconditionally satisfies the momentum condition (13) . Only the M3-scheme thus complies with the momentum condition (13) among the three schemes. Ishida et al. [25] applied FEVM counterparts of the M1-and M2schemes to experimental dam break problems having one bend [26] and demonstrated that the latter more accurately reproduces the experimentally measured water depth variations in the channels because the former cannot handle the bores propagating upstream from the bend.
Yoshioka et al. [20] The M1-scheme computed unphysically high water depths in all the computational cases and could not reproduce dependence of the discharge ratios on the crossing angles between the reaches at the junctions, which turned out to have least accuracy among the three schemes.
The above-presented review on the previous applications of the M1-through M3schemes indicates that the M3-scheme is the most reasonable one from both physical and experimental point of views, followed by the M2-and M1-schemes. In this paper, the computational results with the M3-scheme are therefore considered as the reference solutions to be compared with those using the M1-and M2-schemes. The next section applies the M1- 
Numerical simulation
The respectively [19] . The time increment for temporal integration of the DFVMs is set as [19] .
All the schemes completed the numerical simulation without computational breakdowns. Fig. 4 shows the computed water depths with the M1-, M2-, and M3-schmes at the time of largest peak rainfall ( 7,140 t (s)). Fig. 4 indicates that the water depth in the channel network with the M1-scheme is in general deeper than those with the others in the just upstream reach of the downstream-end P in particular, and their maximum difference exceeds several centimeters. Fig. 5 shows the computed Froude numbers at the time of largest peak rainfall. differently reproduced depending on the IBCs utilized. Fig. 8 shows the rainfall intensity and the computed hydrographs at the downstream-end P during the simulation period. Fig. 9 shows the relative differences of the outflow discharges with the M1-and M2-schemes from that with the M3-scheme. Fig. 8 indicates that the number of peaks and their timings of the outflow discharges are not significantly different among the schemes and the computed discharges converge to the steady state as the time is elapsed after the last raindfall. Fig. 9 also shows that the computed discharge time series with the M2and M3-schemes are not distinguishable; however, those between the M1-and M3-schemes are apparently different with each other. The peak discharges with the M1-scheme are significantly smaller than those with the M3-scheme. The differences among the three schemes are further investigated in Fig. 9 . The maximum relative difference of the discharges be- tween the M2-and M3-schemes is less than 0.6% during the simulation period. On the other hand, the relative difference of the discharges between the M1-and M3-schemes is at the order of 10% whose maximum value is 48.0% attained at the falling branch of the largest peak discharge with the M-3 scheme ( 10,080 t (s)).
The computational results demonstrated sufficiently high robustness of the schemes for simulating the complex transcritical flows. In addition, the results highlighted significant differences between the M1-scheme and the others in simulating the flows in the channel network. Since only the algorithmic difference among these schemes is the IBCs at junctions and bends for the momentum equatiuon, the deviation of the results with the M1-scheme from those with the others is due to the lack of considering the vector nature of the momentum flux F . Considering the vector nature of the flux F in the IBCs via the cosine factor , cos i j therefore has crucial importance in simulating water flows in the present computational case.
On the other hand, comparison results between the M2-and M3-schemes imply that the impacts of including the discharge ratio in the IBC are minor in the present case. In the next subsection, these schemes are applied to a dam break flash flood in a multiply connected chanenl network where the simulated water flows are transcritical and involve wet and dry interfaces.
Earthquake-induced dam break flash flood in Japan
The M1-through M3-schemes are applied to a dam break flash flood in Japan triggered by a huge earthquake. The study area is Fujinuma reservoir (Sukagawa City in Fukushima Prefecture, Japan) and its downstream area where the villages and farmlands existed as shown in Fig. 10 . The reservoir associated Fujinuma Dam, which is an earth-fill dam whose main embankment completely failed on March 11 in 2011 due to the Great East Japanese Earthquake with the maximum magnitude of 9.0 [29] . The horizontal distance from the dam to the epicenter of the earthquake was 240 (km) [30] . The failure of the main embankment caused a flash flood, which directly hit Taki village at its downstream within several minutes from the failure, washing away 19 houses, flooding 55 houses below floor level, and killing seven people with one still missing [31] . The main embankment of the dam is currently in reconstruction. The auxiliary embankment of Fujinuma Dam, although which did not fail, was significantly damaged by the earthquake [29] . As pointed out in Yoshioka et al. [21] , this fact indicates potential risks of simultaneous failures of the main and auxiliary embankments, momentum correction coefficient as 1.1 over the computational domain [21] . Initial condition specified at the time 0 t (s) is steady flow with the constant discharges of 10 (m 3 /s) at the upstream-ends J and K that fall on the river channels, and a free outflow condition assuming the critical flow is specified at the downstream-end F. At the initial time 0 t (s), the reservoir is assumed to be at the full capacity with the maximum water depth of 18.5 (m), which is consistent with the situation that actually occurred [21] . Both of the embankments are assumed to be instantaneously and completely failed at the initial time 0 t (s).
All the numerical schemes completed the simulation without computational breakdowns. defined as the earliest time when the water depth increases from the initial state. Fig. 13 shows that the computed flood arrival time between the M2-and M3-schemes are at the same level. On the other hand, Fig. 13 also shows that the flood arrival time with the are smaller than 4%, which is significantly smaller than the relative differences of the outflow discharges and the water depths presented in this and previous subsections. One possible cause of this smaller relative difference is static nature of the hazard map that is based solely on the maximum water depth at each point during the whole simulation period.
Conclusions
Three numerical schemes for shallow water flows in multiply connected open channel networks were applied to two real problems for comparing their computational performances.
All the schemes could simulate the flows without computational breakdowns despite the problems involved challenging computational issues, such as unsteady transcritical flows with general cross-sectional shapes and steep slopes, demonstrating their robustness.
The computational results presented in this paper highlighted qualitative and quantitative differences among the numerical schemes in simulating the unsteady shallow water flows in multiply connected open channel networks. The results for the surface water flow in an open channel network draining hydromorphic farmlands indicated that the inclusion of the cosine factor , cos i j , which controls the momentum balances around junctions and bends considering vector nature of the momentum flux F , had significant impacts on the simulated hydraulic processes. The relative differences of the outflow discharges between the M2-and M3-schemes were at most several percentages. On the other hand, the relative differences between the M1-and M3-schemes were at the order of 10%; the latter is one order larger than the former. In addition, the results indicated that the flow transitions in the channel network are quite differently reproduced depending on the assumed IBCs. The computational results for the earthquake-induced dam break flash flood also supported importance of the IBCs for the momentum equation, inclusion of the cosine factor in evaluating the momentum fluxes in particular. The computed water depths and the flood arrival times were remarkably different among the schemes where the deviations of the results with the M1-scheme from those with the others were again significant. On the other hand, the computed hazard maps were not significantly different among the schemes. One possible cause of this result was the static nature of the hazard map that was solely based on the maximum water depth during the whole simulation period. Future research will focus on implementation of the DFVMs to risk analysis on flash floods due to failures of dams in Japan whose flood risks have not been quantified. Another important research topic to be addressed in the future is implementation of the IBCs to the hybrid numerical models for efficiently simulating multi-scale surface water flows where the longitudinally 1-D and the depth-averaged horizontally 2-D SWEs are concurrently employed [32, 33] . Comparing performances of the presented numerical schemes and those of the schemes in the other researches was not focused on in this paper, which will be addressed in future researches.
